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Abstract
The Anticlines are the main hydrocarbon traps on land or at sea. This structure is considered as the
target of the many projects of gravity exploration all over the world. Artificial neural networks
(ANNs) are used in order to solve prediction, estimation, and optimization problems. In this paper,
the feed-forward neural network (FNN) is applied for modeling the anticlinal structure using
gravity anomaly profile and the back propagation algorithm is used for artificial neural network
training. Moreover, the scalene triangle model is employed to describe the geometry of anticlinal
structure in analyzing gravity anomalies. In terms of neural network training, eight features among
the synthetic gravity field variations curves along 22500 profiles are defined. These gravity
profiles are computed based on different values of the scalene triangle parameters consisting of the
top depth, bottom depth, limb angles and density contrast. The defined neural network contain
three layers, eight neurons (the number of features) in the input layer, 30 neurons in the hidden
layer and six neurons (the number of scalene triangle parameters) in the output layer. In order to
evaluate the performance of the trained neural network, the specified features related to a synthetic
model, with and without random noise, are applied as the input data to train neural network. The
parameters estimation error by FNN is negligible. The proposed method is illustrated with a real
gravity data set from Korand region, Iran. The inferred anticlinal structures are compared with the
interpreted map of the seismic data.

Keywords: Anticlinal structure, Feed-forward neural network (FNN), Gravity, Scalene triangle,
Iran.

1. Introduction
Anticlines are amongst the most important
geological structures in regional studies and
hydrocarbon exploration using potential
methods. In general, inversion of gravity
anomalies is non-unique in the sense that the
observed gravity anomalies in a survey can
be explained by a variety of density
distributions. To resolve such ambiguity, the
anomalous mass should be estimated by a
suitable geometry with a defined density
contrast. Several forward gravity modeling
schemes have been proposed based on
constant or variable density contrast for
anticlinal structure (Rao and Avasthi, 1973;
Heiland, 1968; Rao and Murty, 1978;
Chakravarthi and Sundararajan, 2007 and
2008). Although the exhibited methods differ
in the definition of the density changes in
proportion to depth, the normal isosceles
triangular model is generally used to describe
the geometry of this structure to analyze
gravity anomalies (Chakravarthi and
Sundararajan, 2007). Since the anticlinal
structures in nature have mostly two non*Corresponding author:

isocline flank, utilization of the isosceles
triangular model will be accompanied by a
large error in the modeling. Using the scalene
triangle so as to reducing errors has been
proposed. In this study, the density contrast
has been assumed constant with depth.
Artificial neural networks (ANNs) aim at
modeling using the information processing
by nervous systems. Their application to
solve a wide range of problems in various
scientific fields makes them very distinctive.
The ANNs are useful and powerful tools for
analyzing automatically and consequently
presenting sagacious interpretation of the
gravity field data. In this paper, a new
method for anticline structure modeling
based on feed-forward neural network (FNN)
is presented. The network has been trained by
the features extracted from a set of synthetic
data and the model parameters as input and
output. Back propagation algorithm is used in
order to train the FNN. The back propagation
is defined as an approximate steepest descent
algorithm that minimizes mean square error.
eshaghzadeh.ata@gmail.com
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ANNs can be a vigorous and smarrt
implemeent
performing
for
nonlineaar
functionnal mapping between a set of inpuut
variabless such as graavity field data
d and a seet
of outpuut or source parameters,
p
together
t
withh
particulaar procedurres for opttimizing thee
mappingg (Bishop annd Hinton, 1995). Neuraal
networkss (NNs) haave been em
mployed fo r
interpretting well loogs (Huang et al.,1996)),
recognizzing
seissmic
wav
ve
formss
(Ashida,,1996) and automatic detection oof
buried uutilities and solid objectts from GPR
R
data (All-Nuaimy ett al., 2000). In additionn,
ANNs are frequenntly employ
yed for thee
potentiall data interprretation. For example, thee
back prropagation network waas used fo r
structuraal interpretation of aerom
magnetic dataa
(Pearsonn et al., 19900), classificattion of buriedd
objects from theiir magneticc signaturess
(Brown, et al., 1996)) and detectio
on of tunnelss
from graavity data (Salem et al., 2001).
2
Depthh
and raddius of suubsurface cavities
c
aree
determinned from microgravity
m
data usingg
back proopagation neeural networrk (Eslam eet
al., 2001). The forcced neural network
n
wass
used by Osman et al. (2006) to interpret a
profile oof the residuual gravity anomaly
a
andd,
consequeently, by Osman
O
et al. (2007) too
provide a forwardd modeling for gravityy
anomalyy profile. All-Garni (201
13) used thee
modularr neural netw
work (MNN) inversion too
computee the depth annd the shapee factor of thee
causativee target froom a graviity anomalyy.
Eshaghzzadeh and Haajian (2018) introduced a
new conncept of the modularity
m
fo
or analysis oof
the graviity field by modular
m
neurral network.
The feedd forward neeural network
ks have beenn
tested foor the synthetic gravity data,
d
with andd
without noise. Thee results indicate thaat
FNNs, if trained adequately,
a
are able too
evaluate the scaleene triangle parameterss
correctlyy. The propoosed techniqu
ue is appliedd
to gravitty data from
m Korand reg
gion in northh
of Iran to estimatee the param
meters of thee
anticlinaal structure. The results demonstratee
high sim
milarity with the results attained
a
from
m
seismic ooperation.
ward Gravitty Modeling
g of Scalenee
2. Forw
Trianglee
For FNN
N training, we
w need to determine a
series off features froom the calcu
ulated gravityy
field of a scalene triangle
t
mod
del. Figure 1
displays a schematicc view of 2D
D geometry oof

Z-axis is po
ositive
anticlinal struccture. The Z
wnward and the X-axis iss transverse to the
dow
strike of the model. While,, z1 and z2 are
a the
dep
pths to the top
t and botttom of the model
m
and
d i and j are the
t angles off the anticlinee limb
as shown
s
in Fig
gure 1. It is worth mentiioning
thatt the gravity
y anomaly Δ
Δg(x) at any point
P(xxʹ,0) on the X-axis
X
can bee derived fro
om the
fun
ndamental eq
quation of a gravity ano
omaly
duee to a 2D sou
urce with a crross-sectionaal area
s (R
Rao and Murrthy, 1978):
g ( x )  2G S

 zdvdz
2
r

(1)

Figure 1. Geeometry of antiiclinal structuree.

where G is the univerrsal gravitaational
con
nstant, dvdz is
i the cross-ssectional areea of a
lineear mass, Δρ
Δ is the density co
ontrast
betw
ween an anticlinal
a
st
structure an
nd its
cov
vering sedim
ments, and r is the radial
disttance from the
t element dvdz to the point
P(xxʹ,0). Substtituting lim
mits for spatial
s
coo
ordinates, thee gravity anoomaly of antiiclinal
stru
ucture on the main profile caan be
exp
pressed from Figure 1 as::

g ( x )  2G 

z2



( z  z1 ) coti

z  z1 v  ( z  z1 ) cott j

 zdvdzz
z  (v  x) 2
2

(2)
where x=xʹ-S, S is the dista
tance of the origin
of the model from the reeference poiint, R
(Fig
gure 1). On integration, Equation (2
2) can
be rewritten
r
as:

[( A  B )  (C  D )]  
g ( x )  2G  

[(E  F )  ( H  I )] 

(3)

where
A   z2 tan

1  x  ( z2  z1 ) cot(i) 


z2



(4)
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3. Feed-Forward Neural Network (FNN)
Today, the FNN is regarded as an important
neural network. The case of non-linear
problems consists of at least three layers. As
seen, a schematic diagram of a FNN is shown
in Figure 2, where information flows from
inputs to outputs in only one direction. The
leftmost layer in this network is called the
input layer, and the neurons or processing
elements within the layer are named the input
neurons. The network takes the data through
this layer. Each neuron consists of a vector of
modifiable weights or connection strengths

(Macias et al., 2000). The rightmost or output
layer contains the output neurons, as in this
case, there is a single output neuron. The
output neuron or neurons have distinct sets of
weights and process the input values to
generate a result (El-Kaliouby and Al-Garni,
2009). The middle layer is called a hidden
layer which can contain the different
numbers of processing elements. Each
neuron transmits a single data value over
weighted connection to the hidden neurons
where they process the input data and
dispatch their results to the output layer.
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forw
ward modeeling), the second, neural
n
netw
work trainin
ng and thee third partt, NN
inv
verse modelin
ng.

Figure 2. Feed-forward topology
t
of an artificial neuraal
network.

In this ppaper, FNN is
i used for estimating thee
model paarameters esstimation by the specifiedd
features from the grravity forwaard modelingg
of the sccalene trianglle model. Ass for the FNN
N
to recognnize the patttern of the grravity profilee
data, som
me features are defined as the inpuut
of the FN
NN. For neurral network learning
l
withh
gravity ddata, some features
fe
are selected
s
from
m
the profi
file of the graavity field undulation.
u
Inn
other woords, there must
m be a relaation with thee
geometriical parametters of the anticline.
a
Wee
can divide the proceess of the NN
N proceduree
into thrree parts: the
t
first, trraining dataa
production (in such cases study usingg

N
Netw
work Traininng
4. Neural
AN
NNs can be categorizedd into two main
cateegories: un
nsupervised recurrent and
sup
pervised feed-forward nnetworks. In the
unssupervised recurrent
r
typpe, the netw
works
allo
ow informatiion to flow iin both direcctions.
Theese models are
a called unnsupervised given
the fact that theere was no ssupervision on
o the
set--out of the input-output
i
mapping reelation
durring the learn
ning phase. O
On the other hand,
in the supervissed model, through a set
s of
corrrect input-ou
utput pairs ccalled the traaining
set,, the networrk learns thee relation between
the input-output pairs whichh has been used
u
in
the back propaagation algorrithm for neetwork
traiining. As a matter of fact, the aiim of
neu
ural network
k training iis to constrruct a
relaationship beetween knoown input–o
output
parrameters for a given probblem to app
ply the
traiined networrk to input parameters with
unk
known outpu
uts later on. Figure 3 depicts
d
the gravity field
d variations aalong a proffile for
the 2D scalen
ne triangle model with
h the
parrameters z1=1 km, z2=4 km, i=40˚, j=20˚
Δρ=100
and
d
kg/m
k 3.

Figure 3. A pattern forr estimating feaatures from the gravity anomally curve (upper)) of an anticlinaal structure (bellow).
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Considering Figure 3 as a criterion, the
featurres are definned as following:
f1= m
maximum graavity, gm.
f2= ratio of n1 too m1 in g1 where
w
the graavity
valuee is 75% of thhe maximum
m gravity valuue.
f3= ratio of n2 too m2 in g2 where
w
the graavity
valuee is 50% of thhe maximum
m gravity.
f4= rratio of n3 too m3 in g3 point wheree the
gravity value iss 25% of the maxim
mum
gravity.
f5= ratio of widthh of curve in
n g3 to the w
width
of currve in g2, (n3+m3)/ (n2+
+m2).
f6= rratio of the width
w
of curv
ve in g3 poinnt to
the w
width of cuurve in g1 point,
p
(n3+m
m3)/
(n1+m
m1).
f7= rratio of the gravity valu
ues differenc e in
gm aand g2 poinnts to the gravity vaalues
differrence in g1 and g3 poin
nts, (gm-g2)/((g1g3).
f8= hhorizontal disstance betweeen the origiin to
maxim
mum gravityy (x in Figuree 3).
Sincee there are eight
e
defined
d features, innput
layer in neurall network includes eeight
neuroons. The outputs are geomeetric
charaacteristics related
r
to the anticllinal
structture, namelyy z1, z2, i, j, Δρ
Δ and x. Hennce,
the output layeer of the neural
n
netw
work
contaains six neurrons. The co
orrect numbeer of
hiddeen neurons can be deetermined m
more
reliabbly by trial-aand-error meethods. Heree, 30
neuroons have beeen applied in the hiddden
layer. Figure 4 reeveals the sttructure of F
FNN
m
in this
used for the gravvity inverse modeling
paperr.

Figuree 4. The structture of the dessigned three- laayers
FNN withh eight neuronss in the input llayer,
30 neuroons in the hid
dden layer andd six
neurons inn the output lay
yer.
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In order to propose
p
am
method to estiimate the
geometric parameters of the anticlinal
structure, the trained neural nettwork is
required. Th
he gravity eeffect of thee scalene
triangle mo
odel has bbeen calcu
ulated to
measure the limits of thee parameters z1, z2, Δρ
as well as an
ngles i and j,, respectively
y, from 3
to 4.5 km with five poinnts in this ran
nge, from
4.5 to 6 km
m with five points in th
his range,
from 100 to 400 kg/m3 w
with six poin
nts in this
range, from 15 to 40 deggree with six points in
this range. The
T parametter x related
d to each
forward mod
deling is com
mputed sepaarately, as
for horizontal distancee is consideered five
points betweeen 0 to 1 km
km. The poin
nt of note
is that the vaalues of the pparameters have
h
been
selected randomly ffor each forward
modeling. Therefore,
T
1180000 feattures are
extracted from
f
225000 estimated gravity
profiles. Th
he parameterrs ranges haave been
chosen baseed on the action of measured
m
gravity field data aand the geological
g
information of the studyy region. Affterwards,
the defined features releevant to each gravity
field variattions curvees are obtaained as
training data or patternns. The mosst widely
used training method iss known as the back
propagation method. Thhe back pro
opagation
method prod
duces a leasst-square fit between
the actual network ouutput and a desired
output by co
omputing a loocal gradientt in terms
of the network weights (Rummelhaart et al.,
sum of the inputs is
1986). The weighted su
rescaled by
y an activattion function before
transferring to the hiddeen layer and
d also the
weighted sum of the hiddden layer neurons
n
is
rescaled by means of an activation function
before transfferring to thee output layeer.
The sigmoid
d function haas been employed for
the first laayer and thhe linear activation
a
function for the output laayer (Figure 5).

Figure 5. Speecifications off the linear an
nd sigmoid
activation functioon (Rojas, 1996
6).
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The sigm
moid functiion is one of the mosst
popular activation functions for backk
propagattion netwoorks. A symmetricaal
activatioon function has
h some ad
dvantages fo r
FNN leaarning. The symmetricaal sigmoid iss
defined aas (Rojas, 19996):
Ss ( x) 

1 e
1 e

x

(12))

x

This meethod requirres computaation of thee
gradient of the error function at each
e
iterationn
step. Thhe amount of
o the error is given byy
(Macias et al., 2000))
E

1 N M
l
l 2
  ( y  ok )
2 l 1 k 1 k

(13))

Here, N is the numbbers of input vector, M iss
the numbbers of the model
m
parameeters, y is thee
model paarameters annd o is the reesulted modeel
parameteers by the FNN. Back propagationn
solves thhe problem directly
d
by minimizing
m
E..
To train the NN, 70%
% of the patttern has beenn

ployed. Furtthermore, 155% of the paatterns
emp
are used for thee final NN teesting and an
nalysis
and
d the remaining 15% of pattern
ns are
utillized for th
he validationn to preven
nt the
oveerfitting. Fig
gure 6 inddicates the mean
squ
uared error variations
v
off the NN traaining,
testting and vaalidation verrsus the iteeration
incrrease. The trraining set iss used to com
mpute
graadients to deetermine the weight upd
date at
eacch iteration. When thee validation error
gro
ows for a sp
pecified num
mber of iteraations,
the training iss stopped, and the weights
w
cau
using the min
nimum errorr on the valid
dation
set are used as
a the finall trained neetwork
weiights (Hagan
n et al., 19966). In Figure 6, the
goaal is the defin
ned minimum
m error, that is 0.1
and
d the best is the computeed minimum
m error
thatt is 0.885 at iteration 87.. The histogrram of
erro
ors has been
n exhibited inn Figure 7. The
T yaxis represents the number of errors thaat falls
witthin each interval on thee x-axis. Bassed on
the results of the error anaalysis, the prrocess
of the NN training was w
well accompllished.

Figuree 6. Mean squarred error reducttion versus iteraation for achieving a trained FN
NN.

Fig
gure 7. The histtogram of mean
n squared error.
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5. Synthetic Gravity Data Inveerse
Modeeling
The drawn currve in red in Figuree 8
demoonstrates thhe theoretiical noise--free
gravity anomalyy of a sccalene trianngle
modeel while thee parameterrs assumed for
this model are z1=3 km, z2=5 km, i=
=20˚,
3
j=30˚˚ and Δρ=1150 kg/m . The samppling
is peerformed at 57 points along
a
a 28 km
profille with 0.5 km intervaal. The graavity
respoonse of the resulted
r
paraameters withh the
FNN inverse moddeling for noise-free dataa has
been displayed in Figure 8 by the bllack
FNN
curvee. To chheck the trained F
perfoormance in the existencce of noise for
of the graavity
estim
mating the parameters
p
anom
maly causativve target, two
o sets of randdom
noisee with differeent amplitud
des added too the
synthhetic gravity anomaly daata by follow
wing
equattions:

where g nooise (x i ) is tthe noisy gravity
anomaly vallue at xi and RND(i) is a pseudorandom num
mber whose ra
range is (0, 1).
The red curv
ves in Figurees 9 and 10 represent
the corrupteed data by tw
wo random noise set
with an amp
plitude of 0.22 mGal and 0.5
0 mGal,
respectevely
y. The geneerated gravitty of the
inffered stru
uctures withh the FNN
N inverse
modeling fo
or noisy syynthetic grav
vity data
have been displayed
d
in Figures 9 an
nd 10 by
the black currves.
In order to
o quantitativ
ive compariison, the
errors betweeen the forw
ward modelin
ng gravity
or observed gravity and the estimateed gravity
NN output aree calculated using the
from the FN
root mean square errorr (RMSE) (Asfahani
(
and Tlas, 2008):

gnoisse (xi )  g (xi )  0.2(RAN(ii)  0.5)

((14)

gnoisse (xi )  g (xi )  0.5(RAN(ii)  0.5)

((15)

where gobs is the obbserved or modeled
N
gravity, gFNN
is the ratedd gravity by FNN and
N is the number off gravity data
d
set.

RMSE 

1 N
obs
FNN 2 
 gi
)
 ( g i


N i 1

(16)

Figuree 8. The free-nnoise gravity fieeld data of the scalene triangle synthetic model with param
meters z1=3 km
m, z2=5 km,
i=20˚, j=330˚ and Δρ=150
0 kg/m3 (red cuurve), and the gravity responsees of the FNN innversion (black
k curve).
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N inverse modeeling for the thheoretical graviity data
Figure 9. The black currve shows the gravity responnse of the FNN
imposed by a random noise of 0.2 mGal am
mplitude (red cu
urve).

Figure 100. The black cuurve shows the gravity responnse of the FNN
N inverse modeeling for the thheoretical graviity data
imposed by a random noise of 0.5 mGal am
mplitude (red cu
urve).

estiimation of th
he depths, aangles and density
d
con
ntrast increaase proportiionally with
h the
noise ratio. Th
he results aree satisfactorry and
accceptable.

The nuumerical results
r
of the FNN
N
inverse m
modeling forr the synthettic data, withh
and withhout noise, and
a evaluated
d errors havee
been givven in Tablle 1. The errors
e
in thee

Table 1.. The initial parrameters of the scalene trianglee synthetic mod
del and estimateed parameters uusing FNN inversion.

Initial vvalues
Free-n
noise
gravityy data
Erroor %
With a n
noise of
2 mG
Gal
ampliitude
Erroor %
With a n
noise of
5 mG
Gal
ampliitude
Erroor %

Z (km)
Z1
3

Z2
Z (km)
5

I (deg)
20

Parameters
J (deg)
30

Δρ
ρ (kg/m3)
150

x (km)

2.98

5.01

220.13

30

148.7

0.5

0.7

0.3

0.65

0

0.87

0.5

3.05

4.95

19.36

31.62
3

156.4

0.494

1.7

1

3.2

5.4

4.3

1.2

3.09

5.12

18.57

32.27
3

158.1

0.487

3

2.4

7.15

7.6

5.4

2.6

RMSE
R
0.025
0

0.187
0

0.237
0
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6. Fieeld Examplee
The region undder study named Korrand
is loccated in Golestan provin
nce, northeasstern
Iran. The yellow
w cursor on
n the rightm
most
side ppicture in Figgure 11 displlays the posiition
of K
Korand regioon. As evid
dent, the reggion
lies in the Kopet Daagh geologgical
and sstructural uniit covered by
y the quaternnary
thick sediments. Figure 12 dispplays
the ggeological map
m
of thee study reggion.
The bblue rectanggular on the geological m
map
show
ws the graviity field meeasurement aarea
limitss. Becausee of thee hydrocarrbon
reservvoirs, this zone is important and
notew
worthy. Thhe aim off the graavity

87

observation is to detectt the anticlin
ne as the
hydrocarbon
n trap.
Figures 13 and 14 pressent the conttour map
related to th
he Bouguer gravity anom
maly and
the topograaphy map of the areea under
The
consideration,
correespondingly.
altitudinal map
m depicts the height reduction
r
from the southeast to the northwest,
n
gradually. Removing
R
a quadratic treend from
the Bougueer anomaly map, the residual
gravity anom
maly relevannt to the ex
xploration
region is com
mputed (Figgure 15). Thee positive
anomaly no
oticeable in the residuaal gravity
map centerr is relatedd to an antiformal
structure.

Figuree 11. The satelllite image of th
he area under coonsideration, namely Korand (yellow cursor in left-hand sid
de picture).
The rightm
most side pictu
ure shows the m
morphology of Korand.
K

Figure 12. The geolog
gical map of Koorand. The bluee rectangular dissplays the studyy area limits.
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Figure 13. The contour
ur map of the Bo
ouguer gravity field.
f

Fig
gure 14. The toppography map of
o Korand area.

The dataa were picked up at 100 m intervaal
along Prrofiles A-Aʹʹ, B-Bʹ and C-Cʹ in thee
gravity aanomaly forr inverse mo
odeling usingg
FNN; thhe gravity fieeld variationss along thesee
profiles as well as the results of the FNN
N
inversionn responsess has been revealed inn

Fig
gures 16, 17 and 18, separately.. The
inv
verted param
meters usingg FNN and error
estiimates are taabulated in T
Table 2. Thee x0 in
Tab
ble 2 shows the evaluateed position of the
ridg
ge of the subsurface
s
iinferred antiiclinal
stru
ucture.

Figure 155. The residual gravity anomally map. The diirection of the profiles
p
A-Aʹ, B-Bʹ
B
and C-Cʹ has been preseented in
map.
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Figuree 16. The gravitty field variatio
ons along profille A-Aʹ and the gravity response of the inverteed parameters by
b FNN.

Figuree 17. The gravitty field variatio
ons along profille B-Bʹ and the gravity responsse of the inverteed parameters by
b FNN.

Figuure 18. The gravvity field variatiions along proffile C-Cʹ and thee gravity respon
nse of the inverrted parameters by FNN.
Table 2.
2 Evaluated paarameters usingg the FNN inverrsion for the pro
ofiles A-Aʹ, B-B
Bʹ and C-Cʹ.

P
Profile
A-Aʹ
B-Bʹ
C-Cʹ

Z1 (km)
3.43
3.65
3.86

Z2 (km)
5.16
5.34
5.37

I (deg.)
24.93
33.1
26.2

Parameters
P
J (deg.)
21.36
18.04
25.85

Δρ (kg/m3)
372.8
383.4
391.7

xo (km)
3.5
3.6
3.4

RMSE
0.741
0.264
0.502
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In Korannd area, the Tirgan form
mation foundd
the uppeer surface off the anticlin
ne because o f
its solidiity and hardnness against erosion. Thee
depth coontour map of
o the anticliinal structuree
based onn the seism
mic data anallysis (Figuree
19) dem
monstrate whiich one of the determinedd
depths pparameters ussing FNN in
nversion havee
a good cconformity with
w the estim
mated ones inn
the seism
mic approachh.
usion and Coonclusion
7. Discu
The preesence of errror in the geophysicaal
modelingg and numerical
n
computationn
is unavooidable duee to some factors suchh
as the heterogenyy and disco
ontinuity oof
the intterior geological stru
uctures, thee
incohereence and incompatibillity of thee
undersurrface
struuctures,
an
nd
massess
configurration withh geometrric shapess.
Thereforre, the propposed metho
od, which iss
FNN, is not an exceeption as welll. In anotheer
word, thhe existence of
o error in FN
NN inversionn
responsee is unavoidaable.
In this paper, an innovative
i
approach
a
hass
been devveloped baseed on the FN
NN with threee
layers too determine the
t top and bottom
b
depthh,
angles aand density contrast
c
paraameters of ann
anticlinaal structure from gravity anomalyy
data. W
We have charracterized th
he antiformaal
formatioon analogouus the scalene trianglee
model, geometricallly. Moreov
ver, a new
w
method hhas been preesented for co
omputing thee

pro
ofile gravity data of an aanticlinal stru
ucture
witth various slo
opes.
Geo
ological info
ormation plaays an imp
portant
rolee in the train
ning data prooduction. Wee have
useed a data set with 180000 feeatures
extrracted from the gravity forward mod
deling
for training and testing thee neural nettwork.
Thee designed network waas tested by
y both
syn
nthetic and real
r
gravity ddata. The vaalidity
of this method
d was testedd using noisse-free
and
d noise-corru
upted syntheetic models, from
which the satissfactory resuults obtained
d. The
resu
ults of error analysis dem
monstrate th
hat the
FN
NN is sensitiive to the nnoise, as thee root
mean square errror estimatess for the free-noise
data and the add
ded noise off 0.2 mGal an
nd 0.5
mG
Gal amplitud
des to the ssynthetic datta are
0.025, 0.187 and 0.237, resppectively.
Wee have com
mpared the inverted depths
d
parrameters ussing FNN with the ones
estiimated by th
he seismic m
method. The FNN
inv
verse modelin
ng results coonfirm well to the
seissmic data interpretationn. The num
merical
resu
ults of both methods sho
how that the depth
folllows an upw
ward trend fr
from east to west,
butt the maxim
mum depth estimation shows
s
sign
nificant diffferences. Thhe average of
o the
den
nsity contraast in the field has been
com
mputed as 38
82.6 kg/m3. We can con
nclude
thatt the FNN is
i a powerfuul, intelligen
nt and
exaact method for
f the graviity data mod
deling
and
d resolution.

Figure 199. The depth co
ontour map extrracted from the seismic data fo
or the Tirgan hoorizon.
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